
Detours - Optional Rules v0.5

This document provides numerous optional rules and variants to spice up 
your games of "Flickin' Cars With Guns". Feel free to pick and choose, mix 
and match, and tweak as necessary.

Optional -  General
Droppables: Cars can try to slow down opponents by 
dropping dangerous items like oil, boulders, smoke screens, 
etc.
Before a flick a car can use a single Droppable. The 
Droppable must be placed so it is touching the back of the 
car.
Example Droppables would be crumpled pieces of paper 
for oil or debris, or garden rocks for boulders. A good 
Droppable is anything would physically inhibit the 
movement of a toy car.

Close Shot:  Add +1 damage if shooting range is one car 
length (generally 3") or less.

Starting Armor:  Players can decide to use a higher 
starting Armor amount instead of the normal amount of 6. 
For example 12 or even 20 Armor would provide a longer 
game.

Defensive Driving:  The target of a shot rolls 1D6. If they 
roll greater than or equal to the shooter's 2D6 the shot is 
considered a miss.

To the Death:  If a car Exits the Playing Surface they are 
reduced to 0 Armor and considered dead.

Leave the Dead:  Instead of removing cars when they are 
destroyed, flip them over and leave them on the playing 
surface as an obstacle.

Risky Ram: In a Crash with Car both cars roll 1D6 and 
reduce the opponent's Armor by that amount.

Demolition Derby:  In a Crash with Car both cars roll 1D6. 
The car that initiated the Crash uses the higher result, and 
the opponent uses the lower result as damage. Reduce 
each cars Armor by that amount.
Or the initiating car adds +1 to their dice roll.

Flickin' Marbles:  Instead of rolling dice to shoot, flick a 
single marble from the shooter to the target. The target 
suffers a normal hit if the marble makes contact with their 
car. If the marble renders the target Upside Down they 
suffer a Critical Hit instead.

Optional -  First Turn
Physical  Distance:  Whichever player drove the furthest 
to get to the game starts the first Turn.

Physical  Speed:  Whichever player drove the fastest to 
get to the game starts the first Turn.

Youngest Player:  Whichever player is the youngest age 
starts the first Turn.

Best Car:  Whichever player has the best real world car 
(decided by a vote among the players) starts the first Turn.

Longest Commute: Whichever player has the longest 
distance commute to their job starts the first Turn.

Optional -  Casual
Gambling: Instead of tracking current Armor using dice, 
players use real world currency. For example six 25-cent 
pieces of money.
If an opponent successfully shoots the car, give the shooter 
1 piece of money per Armor lost. Similarly money would be 
exchanged on a Crash with Car.
If a car has a Crash with Obstacle, put the money into a 
"victory pot", which is claimed by the winner of the game.

Drinking Game:  Instead of tracking current Armor using 
dice, players use shotglasses full of hard alcohol. The 
number of shotglasses equals their starting Armor. Losing 
Armor means drinking a shot.

Optional -  Stunt Bonus
If a finished flick puts a car within one car length (generally 
3") of an edge of the playing surface, that car receives a 
Stunt Bonus.
Or the Stunt Bonus is given if a finished flick puts a car 
within one car length of another car or an obstacle.

Effects:  The Stunt Bonus can be decided before the game 
by all players.
Or the driver receiving the Stunt Bonus can choose at the 
time of the bonus.
Or the driver receiving the Stunt Bonus rolls 1D6 to 
randomly determine the effect (use the number in brackets 
to compare to the roll result).

(1) Stunt Bonus - Repair:  Recover 1 Armor (up to the 
maximum starting value).

(2) Stunt Bonus - Nitro:  Immediately use an additional 
flick.

(3) Stunt Bonus - Accuracy:  Add +2 to your next 
shooting roll this Turn.

(4) Stunt Bonus - Clean Mag:  Cannot jam on your next 
shooting roll this Turn.

(5) Stunt Bonus - Lucky Shot:  Critical Hit on a result of 
10-12 on your next shooting roll this Turn.

(6) Stunt Bonus - Destruction:  Automatically do 1 
damage to an opponent's car.

Optional -  Features
Various custom terrain features can be added to the 
playing surface.
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Pit Stop:  If driven over recover 1 Armor (up to the 
maximum starting value).

Spike Strip:  If driven over reduce the car's Armor by 1.

Ice (or Oil)  Patch:  If driven over the nearest opponent 
immediately flicks the car once with their offhand.

Explosive Mine:  If driven over the car is immediately 
treated as Upside Down.

Rubber Siding:  Cars take no damage in an Obstacle Crash 
with an obstacle designated as having Rubber Siding.

Optional -  Guns
Instead of every car having the same gun there could be 
some variety.
How to Choose:  Players should secretly choose which 
gun they want for each car before the game starts, then 
reveal their choices simultaneously.
Or players can vote for which gun each opponent has, with 
the majority choice being the gun for that car.
Or players can roll to see what gun each car has.
Or players can all agree to use the same gun.

Name: The name of the gun.
Dice: How many six-sided dice to roll. Auto means the shot 
automatically hits.
Dam: How much to reduce the target's Armor by on a hit.
Jam: If the total of the shooting dice is equal to or below 
this value treat the attack as Jammed, which means it 
always misses.
Critical: If the total of the shooting dice is equal to or above 
this value treat the attack as a Critical Hit, which means it 
does 1 additional damage.
Special: Any special rules associated with the gun.

Different Dice:  If players have access to non-standard 
dice, such as eight sided (D8s), ten sided (D10s) twenty 
sided (D20s), etc. they can make up stats that use those 

dice instead.
For example a 1D20 attack gun with 1 damage, <4 jam, and 
18+ critical.

Optional -  Playing Cards
Playing cards can be added to the game to represent 
special effects that can be used. Use a standard 52-card 
deck with the Jokers removed.

Starting Cards:  Place a set number of cards face down 
on the playing surface, as terrain. Normally this would be 8 
cards, but can vary depending on the size of the playing 
surface.
Or cards can be placed face up.
Or players can start with 2 cards in their hand.
Or players can mutually agree on a number of cards to start 
with.

Hand Limit:  Unless otherwise specified by a card, there is 
no hand limit.

Getting Cards:  When a car is driven over a playing card, 
pick up that card and secretly add it to the driver's hand.
Or publicly add it to the driver's hand.
Or deal 1 card to each player at the start of their Turn.
Or give 1 card to each player when they do a Critical Hit.
Or give 1 card to each player when they shoot and hit an 
opponent's car.

Using Cards:  Any number of cards can be used per Turn.
There are three types of cards that define how they are 
used:

1. Interrupt: Play at any time.
2. Your Turn: Play at any time during your turn (any 

effect lasts for the Turn).
3. Opponent Turn: Play at any time during an 

opponent's turn (any effect lasts for the Turn).
When a card is played look up the face and color on the 
chart below to determine the effect.
For example if you play a 5 of Diamonds (Red) you would 
use the "Scanner" effect. Similarly the King of Clubs (Black) 
would be the "Boost" effect.

N a m e D i ce D a m Ja m C ri ti ca l S peci a l

Buzzsaw Auto 3 N/A N/A 2" range

Catapult 2D6 1 <2 N/A

Cannon 1D6 2 <2 N/A
Flamer 1D6 1 <1 N/A 2 attacks

Lightning 2D6 1 N/A 10 Only shoot after second flick

Machine Gun 2D6 1 <2 12 Default gun

Precision 1D6 1 N/A 4
Railgun 2D6 1 <2 N/A Hit all cars in a straight line

Rifle 3D6 1 <6 N/A
Rocket 2D6 1 <2 12 Hit all in 3" radius

Shotgun 1D6 2 <1 N/A

Slugger 2D6 1 <2 12
Sniper 2D6 1 <2 10
Turret 2D6 1 <4 N/A 360 degree firing arc

Leave rock where target 
was hit
If you guess the range to the 
target add +1D6 dice and do 
3 damage

On hit knock target 3" 
backwards
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F a ce C ol or Type N a m e Effect

2 Red Interrupt Blessed One opponent re-rolls their shot

3 Red Your Turn Big Shot

4 Red Your Turn Suicide
5 Red Your Turn Scanner Look at one opponent's hand

6 Red Interrupt Repair

7 Red Interrupt Espionage

8 Red Your Turn E-Brake

9 Red Opponent Turn Stunned
10 Red Opponent Turn Slow Opponent can only do one flick

Jack Red Your Turn Nitro Immediately use a free flick

Queen Red Interrupt Malfunction Opponent cannot shoot

King Red Your Turn Heatseeker
Ace Red Your Turn Override Flick opponent's car

2 Black Interrupt Plate Take no damage from a crash

3 Black Interrupt Stop That

4 Black Your Turn Thief

5 Black Your Turn Governer
6 Black Interrupt Quickdraw Shoot before a flick instead of after

7 Black Your Turn Deadly Range +1 damage at 3" or less

8 Black Your Turn Draw Draw 2 cards

9 Black Interrupt Big Hand

10 Black Your Turn Brakes

Jack Black Interrupt Slick

Queen Black Interrupt Gearbox

King Black Interrupt Boost

Ace Black Interrupt Rapid Fire

Roll an additional 1D6 on your next 
shot
Double damage to opponent if you 
crash your car into them

Recover 1 Armor (up to maximum 
starting value)
Discard random card from one 
opponent's hand
Before any flick put your car facing 
any direction
Opponent must use off-hand for 
flicking

Roll 1D6, on 2+ do 1 damage to any 
car, regardless of arc or range

Prevent Interrupt card (a further 
"Stop That" can be played to nullify 
this "Stop That", and so on)
Steal 1 random card from one 
opponent
All opponents must discard to 4 
cards

Anyone with a hand size of 4 cards 
or more takes 1 damage
Move one of your cars up to 3" 
backward
Move one opponent's car D6 inches 
forward
Move one opponent's car D6 inches 
backward
Move one of your cars up to 3" 
forward
Shoot two times instead of once 
this Turn
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